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Guaranteed Data Authenticity: Using the Matrix-
Store APIs ensures the data stored is guaranteed to 
be authentic.

Version Management: Choose to overwrite exist-
ing versions of content or write a new version of the 
changed file.

Deletion: Choose to leave content in the Matrix-
Store vault that has been deleted from the folder 
being watched.

Platforms: The Windows operating system is the 
supported platform for move2.

Management Console: Lets you specify vaults to 
watch, monitor jobs in progress & view historical 
jobs.

Integrated: Use DropSpot or 3rd party applications 
to search for and browse files that have been stored 
using move2 or simply browse in move2.

File System Support: Optionally open the content 
directly using MatrixStore file system application 
MXFS.

Non-proprietary: Archives your content using 
industry standard archive formats (LTFS or TAR). 

Sony Media Navigator and ODA Highlights

Benefits
Effortlessly move data between 
various tiers of storage

Frees up your staff from mundane 
and error prone tasks

Can be driven by 3rd party applica-
tions such as Sony’s Media Naviga-
tor

Future proof restore without using 
the application that archived the 
content

Policy based data management

Schedule when the data is moved

Non-proprietary formats supported

Metadata exported to deep archive 
as sidecar file

Integrated with 3rd party middleware 
from other deep archive solutions

A Simple Backup and Deep Archive Application
move2 is a HSM (Hierarchical Storage Management) application that 
uses the MatrixStore API to quickly copy data between MatrixStore 
object storage and deep archive storage technologies such as Sony’s 
Optical Disc Archive (ODA). move2 watches a selected MatrixStore 
vault and moves content to ODA based on policies set by the project. 
Object Matrix supports the use of Sony’s Media Navigator across it’s 
storage, combining the secure Digital Content Governance (DCG) of 
MatrixStore and the full functionality of Media Navigator MAM across 
multiple tiers of storage.
     
Moving content to deep archive platforms can be performed automati-
cally by setting policies in the move2 application (based on age of data 
etc) or manually using Object Matrix applications such as DropSpot, 
move2 or InterConnect. Third party applications using the move2 
service API layer can also fully control the archive and restore process. 
Content archived by one application can be restored by any other linked 
application giving you full access to your data when and where you 
need it. 

If you require the ability to move content between multiple tiers of tightly 
integrated file based workflows please do not hesitate to get in touch. 

Contact Us Now
Please contact the Object Matrix 
team to arrange a demonstra-
tion on or to discuss the benefits 
of Sony Media Navigator and 
ODA in more detail.
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